L’
Or du Paradis
A journey in the 20’
s

Cognac Lheraud has been producing top notch Cognac and Armagnac since 1680 from its selfowned 50 hectares of vines situated in the Fine Petite Champagne, the heart of the Cognac
region. It is one of the very few companies which can offer "Official Vintage Cognacs" issued
from three different areas: Grande Champagne, Petite Champagne, and Fins Bois.
These noblest of vines yield "Eau de vie", colorless wines produced from the extraction process
before they turn into Cognac, are stored and aged in their exclusive oak barrels and private
cellars.
Guy Lheraud has released exclusively the remaining 18 bottles in a special set containing each 1
bt from 1920 to 1929 (named l’Or du Paradis) and from 1930 to 1939 (named Nuit des Anges)
from his private cellar. This is a once in a life time release from those precious bottles. All the
sets have been certified by a solicitor stating that those bottles are unique and only 18 bottles
existed. The set will be coming with the original certificate, the solicitor seal made of wax, two
glasses and all the bottles certificates. The case is made of exotic wood and each bottle will be
held by a leather belt. The drawers are made of old wood barrels as well as the transportation
box.
Many of these vintages will never be released or offered commercially as they are truly close to
being extinct. For the true and most critical wine connoisseurs, this is indeed a rare and unique
opportunity to be part of the French Cognac history as well as the Cognac Lheraud family.

Each set contains a vertical collection of 1 bottle each from vintage 1920 to 1929.

1 set incl:
- 1 bt each of Cognac from 1920 to 1929
- 1 Original Certificate

HKD : 388,000

Nuit des Anges
A journey in the 30’
s

Cognac Lheraud has been producing top notch Cognac and Armagnac since 1680 from its selfowned 50 hectares of vines situated in the Fine Petite Champagne, the heart of the Cognac
region. It is one of the very few companies which can offer "Official Vintage Cognacs" issued
from three different areas: Grande Champagne, Petite Champagne, and Fins Bois.
These noblest of vines yield "Eau de vie", colorless wines produced from the extraction process
before they turn into Cognac, are stored and aged in their exclusive oak barrels and private
cellars.
Guy Lheraud has released exclusively the remaining 18 bottles in a special set containing each 1
bt from 1920 to 1929 (named l’Or du Paradis) and from 1930 to 1939 (named Nuit des Anges)
from his private cellar. This is a once in a life time release from those precious bottles. All the
sets have been certified by a solicitor stating that those bottles are unique and only 18 bottles
existed. The set will be coming with the original certificate, the solicitor seal made of wax, two
glasses and all the bottles certificates. The case is made of exotic wood and each bottle will be
held by a leather belt. The drawers are made of old wood barrels as well as the transportation
box.
Many of these vintages will never be released or offered commercially as they are truly close to
being extinct. For the true and most critical wine connoisseurs, this is indeed a rare and unique
opportunity to be part of the French Cognac history as well as the Cognac Lheraud family.

Each set contains a vertical collection of 1 bottle each from vintage 1930 to 1939.

1 set incl:
- 1 bt each of Cognac from 1930 to 1939
- 1 Original Certificate

HKD : 290,000

